
The most 
reliable, 
the most 
popular
and guaranteed technology  
on the market to boost  
the production of terry fabrics DISCOVER 

MORE



FEEL
ofof ITEMA TECHNOLOGY

THE  ADDED  VALUE

It’s the technology that produced your fabric that 
makes your product so special.

The Itema weaving machines guarantee to worldwide 
weavers the most innovative technology tailored on 
the latest market trends: superior performances, 
eco-efficiency and textile mastery are the features 
you immediately feel when relying on Itema.

DISCOVER
MORE





Rapier Weaving 
Machine  
for Terry Fabrics
A touch of comfort.  

An extra cuddle.  

A symbol of care.  

A support in the wellness journey.

Soft as a tender embrace.  

All this is terry cloth.

An essential ally capable to dry  

a large amount of water,  

where the small curly loops  

make the difference  

providing absorbency,  

resistance, and quality.
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_ Textile Mastery is the heart of the R95002terry. 

The unique Itema Pile Formation Unit has been completely redesigned to ensure increased productivity, maximum ease of 

use and excellent terry quality. The system provides an optimal pile warp tension guaranteeing—unique in the market—both 

positive and negative control, hence ensuring excellent terry fabric quality. 

Endless creative possibilities are guaranteed thanks to dedicated tools and functions. Different warp tensions during 

border weaving are easy to set directly through the machine latest generation console. The Itema Pile and Ground Back-

Rest Rollers provide best-in-class loop formation thanks to reduced tension on pile warp and optimized ground tension.

_ Eco-Efficiency is another benefit that the R95002terry offers. 

In fact, besides the well-known machine stability to vibrations typical of the Itema loom structure, key improvements—

such as the main motor with oil cooling and the optimization of the machine lubrication system—ensure reduced energy 

consumption and improved heat management. Moreover, the optimized Pile Formation Unit features a reduced number 

of cylinders compared to the previous machine version thus leading to increased operational weaving space and user-

friendliness and reduced style change time.

_ Performance is achieved through core advancements. 

Monitoring the machines efficiency and performances has never been so easy: thanks to the Itema plant management 

software iMANAGER, it is possible to easily control and access machines data and statistics. In addition, the Itema  

in-depth knowledge of terry segment allowed the development of dedicated solutions to improve fabric quality and 

weaving efficiency.

Itema R95002terry: The most reliable, the most popular  

and guaranteed technology on the market to boost the production of terry fabrics.

And when it comes to weaving top quality terry cloth the Itema R9500terry is the absolute market leader. 

Installed in more than 35 countries and preferred by worldwide terry weavers,  

now is back in its Second Generation to further increase textile mastery, eco-efficiency and performances.

Launched on the market in 2015, the Itema R9500terry 

set a new benchmark in terry weaving finally combining 

utmost quality and versatility with efficiency and usability 

of the machine. The R9500terry Second Generation 

features core advantages that further put it a step ahead 

in the market. 

Itema’s R95002terry proudly  
                    carries the prestigious QRP seal. 

We strongly believe in our weaving machines, therefore, 

every QRP-certified Itema machine is guaranteed for 

a period of two years. Itema is the only producer in the 

world to extend the warranty.

Our unyielding commitment to R&D, to innovation, and 

to our Customers inspires us to excel in our extensive 

product testing. We are tireless in our search for ways 

to enable our Customers to meet and exceed their 

stringent expectations of product performance and 

solid investment return.

Look for the QRP mark – our testament to how we 

design, develop, manufacture and deliver our product.

Our guarantee to our Customers.
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Different Warp Tensions During Border 
Weaving
No limits to creativity thanks to the possibility of different 

warp tensions during border weaving, with simple and 

precise setting through the console.

iMANAGER

Monitoring the Itema weaving machines efficiency and 

performances has never been so easy. Thanks to the brand 

new Itema plant management software iMANAGER, the 

plant manager can easily control and access machines data 

and statistics from computer or portable devices. 

Latest Generation Console
The weaver has a complete machine control through the latest 

generation, high-performance, super sensitive console which 

guarantees the highest reactivity and maximum reliability.

Increased Fabric Quality and Optimal 
Fabric Sides Tension
The Movable Fabric Support allows a constant and precise 

control of the fabric fell during the pile formation and 

beat-up, facilitating the loop formation and resulting in an 

increased fabric quality. The Temples, positioned above the 

fabric, ensure an optimized fabric sides tension. 

SK Weft Transfer System
Perfect to weave the widest range of weft yarns.  

Maximum protection against wear.

Multiple Choice of Weft and Lateral 
Cutters
To meet all the weaving needs.

Energy Saving
The machine lubrication system and main mechanical 

components have been optimized to guarantee a 

considerable energy consumption reduction.
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Rapier Weaving Machine for Terry Fabrics

Optimized Pile Formation Unit
Excellent fabric quality thanks to the improved pile warp  

tension leading to both positive and negative control  

and peak tension reduction.

The Innovative Warp Stop Motion
Ensuring style change time reduction.

Enhanced Ergonomics and Ease of Use
The pile formation unit has been completely redesigned. It features 

a reduced number of cylinders leading to minimized settings and 

ensuring time saving and increased productivity.

Best-in-class Loop Formation
The Itema Pile Back-Rest Roller ensures reduced tension on pile 

warp for improved fabric quality. The lightweight cylinders of the 

Ground Back-Rest Roller guarantee optimized ground tension. 

Direct Drive Motor with Oil Cooling
The Itema R9500²terry is equipped in its standard configuration 

with a direct drive motor with oil cooling which ensures a double 

valuable advantage: reduced maintenance and energy saving.

ACIMIT Green Label Certified
The ACIMIT Green Label Certification testifies on how the 

R9500²terry is an environmentally friendly machine by meeting 

stringent parameters.
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The Optimized Pile Formation Unit:  
Excellent Terry Fabrics Quality
The Optimized Pile Formation Unit guarantees an excellent 
fabric quality thanks to the perfect pile warp tension 
management which ensures, unique in the market, both 
positive and negative control and a peak tension reduction. 
The new system, in fact, keeps the negative compensating 
movement, which is similar to the previous version, but that 
now works thanks to a series of levers that drive the new 
square bar where the rotating bar is fixed. The new movement 
arrangement guarantees a peak tension reduction during the 

The beating heart of the 
R9500R950022terry
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shed opening phase and reed beat-up, thus leading to higher 
pile quality than before. 

Key advantage for the weaver is also the possibility to set 
the warp tension simply and precisely through the latest 
generation machine console. Moreover, different warp tension 
and pleated effect when weaving borders are possible, as well 
as the opportunity to work with a very low warp tension. 
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The Turboprop: a Unique Rapier 
Drive System 
The R9500²terry leverages the prowess of the renowned 
Itema propeller drive system. Thanks to the Itema Turboprop, 
the drive remains compact with minimal moving parts for top 
reliability and reduced maintenance.

Additional device design features are: 

• The mechanism is secured into the side frame to ensure 
stability and precision 

• Carriage and swinging sliders are designed with 
aeronautical grade alloys, ensuring a longer life span even 
at the machine highest speeds

• Standard direct lubrication of all sliding parts as well as 
dynamic lubrication are provided

Customary to the design, the Turboprop settings do not “drift” 
over time, eliminating the need for continuous settings and 
adjustments by maintenance personnel. 

The SK Weft Transfer System 
The SK Transfer System is engineered for high speed and 
versatility. While providing for a wide array of weft yarns, the 
SK System is the most advanced transfer system on the 
market today. With an ultra-light, ceramic-coated, one-piece 
design rapier, the SK System provides consistent, high speed 
performance and reduced wear.

Other key points:

• the insertion gripper is positioned very close to the reed 
promoting increased efficiency and dependable quality;

• The receiving gripper features a unique, patented opening 
system utilizing a permanent magnet integrated within the 
gripper.

The innovative SK rapiers provide the best possible protection 
against wear, leading to an excellent level of performance, 
ensuring the possibility to easily weave even the heaviest 
fabrics at higher speeds.

Best-in-class Loop Formation: the 
Ground Back-Rest Roller
The Ground Back-Rest Roller features light weight cylinders 
and a load cell to control the tension, thus producing less 
inertia and allowing a better compensation of the cylinders 
on the yarn. The cylinders drive perfectly the yarn movement, 
reducing the ground tension and facilitating the shed 
formation, due to their lower mass and highly sensitive 
components.

Endless Creative Possibilities
The R9500²terry Pile Formation Unit allows endless creative 
possibilities. In fact, it is possible to easily set directly through 
the machine console different warp tensions during border 
weaving. Pleated effect in the border is also possible, in 
addition to the possibility to weave with low warp tension. 

Two pile heights in the weft direction (7 pick weave), different 
pile heights at the same time and basket weave are some of 
the possible constructions that can be successfully woven.
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Reduced energy consumption  
and increased ease of use
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Enhanced Ergonomics  
and Ease of Use
The Pile Formation Unit has been completely redesigned 
to ensure significant improvements in terms of enhanced 
ergonomics and ease of use. In fact, it features a reduced 
number of cylinders—in both versions, standard or with 
pile consumption roll—leading to minimized settings and 
ensuring time saving and increased productivity. The new 
Pile Formation System consists of only three cylinders thanks 
to the pile consumption system that is now configured with 
a dedicated encoder directly on the main deviating cylinder 
torsion bar. Moreover, the rotating bar supports have been 
redesigned and moved in a lower position on a square bar. 
With this new configuration, the working space between the 
compensating roll and the rotating bar significantly increases. 
Furthermore, less cylinders enable quicker style change 
operations. Finally, when the pile consumption control is 
configured, time saving is guaranteed by the elimination of 
the external encoder with connection belt foreseen in the 
previous machine version and the related maintenance and 
set-up operations.

The Innovative Warp Stop Motion 
The R9500²terry Warp Stop Motion features key 
advancements that guarantee substantial time saving and 
reduced operations during style change. Simple and reliable, 
the system features:

•  The possibility to work with four or two rows without the 
need of any change

•  The heads cover is simply removable with a knob and the 
same happens for the row separating plates thus resulting 
in reduced working time especially when the operation must 
be executed during the weaving cycle

•  The separating plates feature the quick release system 

•  The steel rod and heddles guide plates are fixed in the 
separating plates 

• The reinforced support is independent from the separating 
plates.
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Direct Drive Motor with Oil Cooling
Simple, reliable, maintenance free and energy efficient.

The R9500²terry features—as standard—a direct drive 
motor with oil cooling which ensures a double valuable 
advantage: reduced maintenance and energy saving. The oil 
cooling system helps the heat recovery by dissipating and 
reducing the motor temperature, thus leading to an extended 
component lifetime and to higher machine performances, 
including a reduced energy consumption.

Field measurements confirm that the R9500²terry provides a 
considerable reduction in energy consumption compared to 
previous machine model. 

The motor is based on an electronic drive and brushless 
motor technology which provides easy machine speed 
adjustment through the machine console. Traditional gearing 
and mechanical parts are minimized ensuring reduced 
maintenance. Furthermore, thanks to a dedicated software, no 
tools are required to change harness crossing, it works simply 
by setting the desired parameters through the user interface.

Sturdy, High Precision Machine Frame 
The R9500²terry benefits from heavy-duty frames, promoting 
a low vibration pattern at high speeds and enabling higher 
speed and weaving efficiency. The solid drive, positioned 
in main lateral frames, is engineered for extensive control 
moving masses to consistently process heavy patterns with 
minimal cost and maintenance.

Compact and with few covers allowing easy access  
for maintenance, the R9500²terry personifies simplicity  
and ease of use.

Considerable Energy Saving 
The lubrication system and the main mechanical 
components, thanks to an extensive engineering study 
and to advanced machining equipment in our production 
plants, have been optimized to guarantee a significantly 
reduced power consumption, thus leading to substantial 

cost savings for the weaver.

Effective Centralized Lubrication 
Machine components are lubricated by a Centralized 
Lubrication System—now optimized to ensure reduced 
power consumption, which provides oil from a main reservoir 
with double filter. Thanks to a special design and extensive 
testing of gearing and mechanical parts, the lubrication 
system promotes low oil temperatures leading to an extended 
mechanical components lifetime.
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Eco Efficiency
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Increased Fabric Quality and 
Optimal Fabric Sides Tension 
Key features of the Itema R9500²terry are the Movable Fabric 
Support and the Temples Position.

The Movable Fabric Support allows a more constant control 
of the fabric fell during the pile formation and beat-up, 
facilitating the loop formation and resulting in an increased 
fabric quality.

Superior weaving efficiency 
and fabric quality
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The Temples Position is a strategic solution to optimize the 
quality at fabric sides. In fact, the temples are positioned 
above the fabric, ensuring an optimized fabric sides tension 
thanks to the possibility to perfectly adjust the tension.
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Multiple Choice of Weft Cutters 
The R9500²terry offers multiple options for the weft cutter to 

meet all the weaving needs:

Mechanical Weft Cutter

• Traditional weft cutting system, reliable and effective with 

an essential operational movement.

Rotocut

• One of the most appreciated devices of the Itema rapier 
technology, thanks to the Rotocut, the weft cutting is 
precise and optimized and, due to its reduced dimensions, 
ergonomics is improved allowing the operator to easily 
access the weaving machine.

MiCut Motorized Weft Cutter

• The motorized weft cutter has been developed to satisfy 
even the most demanding style requirements. It is the 
ideal solution to weave the most refined and sophisticated 
terry cloth, allowing to weave a mix of different types 
of wefts and counts. Based on innovative electronic 
technology and controlled by the microprocessor, the MiCut 
motorized weft cutter further ensures utmost versatility 
and textile efficiency, allowing the valuable possibility to set 

independent cutting times for each weft/color. 

Effective, High-Precision Lateral Cutters 

• The R9500²terry comes for the weaver as a fully equipped 
weaving machine ready to weave the most complex terry 
cloth. The weaver can choose between the technological 
advanced, high-precision Motorized Lateral Cutters or the 
Mechanical Lateral Cutters, reliable and effective even in the 
most demanding weaving conditions.

Superior weaving efficiency and fabric quality

Performance
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Endless Design Possibilities 
With the R9500²terry, there are no limits to creativity offering 
the weaver the chance to design and produce quality towels, 
which exalt the originality of the terry cloth made with 
different height loops.

The loop formation system, entirely electronically driven, 
enables to change the height of the loop by simply setting the 
onboard keyboard.

Multiple pick terry fabrics can be easily woven thanks to 
the freely programmable terry pick repeat, thus resulting in 
endless creative and design possibilities.

Latest Generation Touch Screen 
Console 
The R9500²terry is equipped with a latest generation, super 
sensitive and extremely powerful console.  
The Electronic NCP Platform reaches here the highest 
performance heights, due to the fast and immediate 
hardware’s reaction to users’ requests.

The full color touchscreen acts here as the user interface 
between the weaver and the machine, and the intuitive 
software encourages dialogue with weavers and technicians. 
The interactive machine symbols ensure a user-friendly 

experience by guiding personnel to the desired information.
iMANAGER—Your Itema Plant 
Management System 
iMANAGER is the Itema latest mill management system that 
brings on a PC desktop all the relevant data and information 
about the weaving plant. iMANAGER provides an easy remote 
access to machine data via computer and mobile devices, 
such as tablets and smartphones. 

Itema’s innovative decision-enabling suite is made possible 
thanks to an embedded SIM card connection via a web server.

It is now possible for you to see in real time the actual 
status of your machines, the textile data and settings, as 
well as to view and download machine statistics on an 
Excel spreadsheet, giving you essential information about 
the operation of your weaving machine. Moreover, with 
iMANAGER you can easily monitor plant efficiency and access 
your machines’ styles archive to quickly replicate designs on 
different looms. 
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A B

D 4190 S08

Nominal Machine Width (cm)

190, 210, 230, 260, 280, 300, 320, 340, 360, 380

Weft Colors

4, 8, 12

Beam Arrangement

S08 Single Beam 800 mm 
S10 Single Beam 1000 mm

Shedding

D Dobby 
J Jacquard

Weaving width Machine width (A)
1900 mm 4500 mm
2100 mm 4700 mm
2300 mm 4900 mm
2600 mm 5200 mm
2800 mm 5400 mm
3000 mm 5600 mm
3200 mm 5800 mm
3400 mm 6000 mm
3600 mm 6200 mm
3800 mm 6400 mm

Overall depth (B)
with 800 mm  
warp beam

1953 mm

with 1000 mm  
warp beam

2064 mm (*)

(*) foot boards excluded
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MACHINE MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Nominal Machine Widths SK Transfer System 190-210-230-260-280-300-320-340-360-380

Width Reduction Standard 60 cm – Optional 100 cm

Yarn Range Spun Yarns Nm 200 - Nm 3

Filament Yarns 22 dtex - 3,300 dtex 

WEFT INSERTION

Electronic Weft Selector 4, 8 or 12 colors

Electronic Weft Tensioner Itema Electronic Weft Brake Optional

TEC Electronic Brake Optional

ATTIVO Electronic Brake Optional

Weft Detector ROJ TE 500 Standard

DIGITAL Optional

Weft Cutter ROTOCUT Standard

Mechanical Weft Cutter Optional

MiCut Motorized Weft Cutter  
(programmable weft by weft)

Optional

Boosted Suction Unit Optional

WARP LET-OFF

Ground beam 800 or 1000 Standard

Pile beam 800, 1000 or 1250 mm Standard 

Pile beam lowered position Optional

Back-Rest Roller Single Standard

Warp Stop Motion
Separate electronic warp stop 
motion with 4 rows

Standard

MACHINE MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Electronic Controlled Take-Up Internal cloth roller up to 550 mm Standard

Take up covering with needle Standard

Take up covering with high needle density Optional

Prepared for external batcher up to 1,500 mm Optional

Single press-roller Standard

Fabric Inspection Area LED lamp for reed area Optional

Harness Inspection Area LED lamp for back side inspection area (jacquard version) Optional

Pick Density 5-400 picks/cm Standard

MACHINE MAIN DRIVE

Main Motor Direct main motor with oil cooling for dobby and jacquard version Standard

Shedding Motion Heald frame connection DRC10 Standard

Automatic crossing shed Standard

Loomcooler Optional

Shedding Machine Stäubli dobby model 3020 (up to 20 shafts) Standard 

Prepared for electronic jacquard with cardan shaft Standard

Reed Drive Conjugated cam units (2 or 3 depending on machine width) Standard

Machine Control Latest generation touch screen console with color display Standard

Options Power outlet on electrical panel 220V-16A Optional

Push-button on electrical cabinet for warp movement Optional

SELVEDGE FORMATION CONNECTIVITY

ISD indipendent selvedge device Optional On board diagnostic Standard

Lateral and central pneumatic tuckers Optional
Parallel interface:  
for mono-directional data transmission

Optional

Lateral and central mechanical tuckers Optional
Serial VDI interface:  
for birectional data transmission

Optional

Ethernet interface for iMANAGER Optional

SAFETY

Light curtain Standard

R9500R950022terry at a glance
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Our Customers,  
our Pride

Weaving Excellence with the Itema 
R9500R950022terry Scan the QR Code and listen to  

our customers excellence story 
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We believe in a trusted and reliable partnership with our 
Customers, supporting them throughout the whole life 
cycle of the weaving machine. Our dedicated after sales 
market qualified team promptly satisfy in real time every 
Customer’s request to ensure a win-win, long-term 
relationship. 

The Itema skilled technicians and engineers provide:

• real time textile, electronic and mechanical assistance

• tailor-made upgrade kits 

• analysis and consulting regarding machines 
performances, including running costs and fabric quality

We recently launched a brand-new training center concept 
designed to provide tailored and accurate courses in a 
highly technological and user-friendly location.

The Itema Campus is a fully functional center equipped 
with the latest loom models to give our Customers a warm 
welcome and the right learning environment. A team of 
skilled Itema technicians is fully dedicated to train the 
most demanding technical staff on how to maximize the 
performance of your Itema machines.

An intensive course to acquire all the necessary technical 
and textile knowledge to get the most out of the Itema 
weaving machines.

We have 6  
Itema Campus locations:
Italy – Colzate 

China – Shanghai

Japan – Osaka

USA – Spartanburg

India – Coimbatore

Pakistan – Lahore

To facilitate and make even easier our Customers’ access to the Itema Campus 
Training Centers a dedicated online portal is available to easily and quickly book 
the desired technical trainings. 

Discover more at 

www.itemagroup.com/training 

Itema Campus Training Center 
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Itema is a leading global provider of advanced weaving 
solutions, including best-in-class weaving machines,  
spare parts and integrated services.

Our Company is the only manufacturer in the world  
to provide the top three weft insertion technologies: rapier, 
airjet and projectile, with an ample product portfolio and  
a commitment to continuous innovation and technological 
advancement of our weaving machines.

For more information about Itema, to contact our Sales 
Team in your country, to learn more about our weaving 
machines or to order spare parts, please visit our website 
www.itemagroup.com.

Itema S.p.A. 
Corporate Headquarters

Via Cav. Gianni Radici, 4  
24020 Colzate (BG), Italy
Phone +39 035 7282111 
Fax +39 035 740505

Itema Worldwide 
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Textile Machinery

itemagroup.com

Industrial Innovation and Solutions


